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General instructions: Please read the instructions on each individual problem carefully, and indicate
answers as directed. Use units wherever appropriate.

This exam consists of 12 questions on 16 pages (including this cover sheet and a blank �nal page),
totalling 100 points. When the exam begins, please count all of the pages of the exam, make sure none of
them are missing, and write your name on each page.

Problem Points Score

1 9

2 4

3 8

4 6

5 4

6 4

7 10

8 6

9 8

10 11

11 15

12 15

Total 100
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NO PARTIAL CREDIT SECTION. (Problems 1{6.) No explanation necessary; no need to show
work.

1. Suppose that the graph below is a graph of g0(x). In other words, this graph is not a graph of g; it is
a graph of the derivative of g.
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(a) (3 points) List all of the labelled values of x at which g has a local maximum.

(b) (3 points) List all of the labelled values of x at which g has an inection point.

(c) (3 points) List all of the labelled values of x at which the graph of g is concave up.

2. (4 points) Let h(x) be the function graphed below, and suppose that the shaded region has area 1. Find
the average value of h(x) over the interval �2 � x � 3.
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The average value is:
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3. Let f and g be functions described by the following table of data.

x f(x) g(x) f 0(x) g0(x)
�3 1 3 �5:03 �2:16
�1 3 0 �1:97 �1:25
1 0 �1 �1:51 1:06
3 �1 1 �1:33 2:02

(a) (4 points) Let h(x) = f(g(x)). Compute h0(1), rounding your �nal answer to 2 decimal places, if
necessary.

Answer:

(b) (4 points) Let m(x) = g(x) cos(2x). Compute m0(�3), rounding your �nal answer to 2 decimal places,
if necessary.

Answer:
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4. (6 points) Let f , g, and h be functions described by the table below. Suppose that one of the functions
is linear, one of the functions is exponential, and the remaining function is neither linear nor exponential.
Identify the linear function and the exponential function.

x f(x) g(x) h(x)
1 2.0713 0.6202 1.7141
2 8.2852 1.0000 3.7854
3 18.6417 1.6124 5.8567
4 33.1408 2.6000 7.9280
5 51.7825 4.1924 9.9993

is the linear function.

is the exponential function.

5. (4 points) At the beginning of an experiment, 100 grams of the exponentially decaying radioactive
substance Dilithium-182 are placed in a container, and 36 hours later, 25 grams of Dilithium-182 remain in
the container. How many hours after the beginning of the experiment were there 50 grams of Dilithium-182
in the container? (Round your answer to the nearest hour, if necessary.)

Answer:
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6. (4 points) Ace, Gene, Paul, and Peter own the co�ee mugs pictured below. (The handles are solid and
hold no co�ee.)

PAUL PETER

ACE GENE

One of them �lls his co�ee cup at a constant rate (i.e., constant volume per unit time), and the graph of
the depth of the co�ee against time looks like:

depth
of

coffee

time

Who �lled his co�ee cup: Ace, Gene, Paul, or Peter?

�lled his co�ee cup.
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SHORT ANSWER SECTION. (Problems 7{11.) Limited partial credit may be possible, and a few
sentences of explanation may be required.

7. For both parts of this question, you do not need to explain your answer, but show all of your work.

Consider the curve given by

x2y � x2 = 12ey�4:

(a) (7 points) Find the equation of the tangent line to the curve at (2; 4).

Answer:

(b) (3 points) Using the tangent line to the curve at (2; 4), approximate the value of y at x = 1:9.

Answer:
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8. (6 points) Suppose that g is di�erentiable everywhere, and furthermore, that:

� g has precisely two critical points, at x = 1 and x = 3.

� g0(4) = �1.

� g00(1) = �2.

At x = 1, does g have a global minimum, a global maximum, or neither? EXPLAIN your answer briey
in complete sentences. A graph may be useful.
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9. (8 points) For f(x) = x4 � :0002x2, and �3 � x � 1:

(a) Find the value(s) of x for which f(x) has a global maxmium, and EXPLAIN briey how you know
f(x) reaches its global maxmium at this point/these points.

(b) Find the value(s) of x for which f(x) has a global minimum, and EXPLAIN briey how you know
f(x) reaches its global minimum at this point/these points.
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10. This question has parts (a), (b), and (c), on two pages.

Pepa is parachuting from an airplane. Let t be the number of seconds after she �rst jumps, and let v(t)
be her downwards velocity (in meters per second) at time t. 3 seconds after she jumps (i.e., at t = 3
seconds), she opens her parachute, and for 3:7 � t � 4:1, she records the following data.

t (in seconds) 3:7 3:8 3:9 4:0 4:1
v(t) (in meters per second) 11:22 10:67 10:02 9:29 8:56

ASSUME that for 3:7 � t � 4:1, her velocity is always decreasing.

(a) (4 points) Estimate Pepa's acceleration at t = 4:0 seconds, as accurately as possible from the given
data. You do not need to explain your answer, but show all your work, and state your �nal answer in
the form of a complete sentence, using the correct units.

(b) (4 points) As accurately as possible given only the information above, give upper and lower estimates
of the total distance Pepa falls between t = 3:7 seconds and t = 4:1 seconds. You do not need to
explain your answer, but show all your work, and state your �nal answer in the form of a complete
sentence, using the correct units.
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(c) (3 points) Briey EXPLAIN in complete sentences why the actual total distance Pepa falls between
t = 3:7 seconds and t = 4:1 seconds is between your two answers in (b).
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11. This question has parts (a), (b), and (c), on three pages.

The everything-but-music-videos television channel MTTV has been keeping track of how its regular view-
ership is changing. At the beginning of 1995 (t = 0 months), 5.6 million people were watching MTTV
regularly. Let r(t) be the rate of change of MTTV's regular viewership, in millions of viewers per month,
t months after the beginning of 1995, and suppose the graph of r(t) is as shown below.
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(a) (4 points) At what time(s) in 1995 was MTTV's viewership decreasing at the fastest rate? JUS-

TIFY your answer using no more than TWO SENTENCES.
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(b) (7 points) At what time(s) in 1995 were the fewest people watching MTTV regularly, and how many
people were watching MTTV regularly then? Briey JUSTIFY your answer.
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(c) (4 points) At what time(s) in 1995 were there 6 million people watching MTTV regularly? You do
not need to explain your answer, but show all your work, and state your �nal answer in the form of
a complete sentence, using the correct units.
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ESSAY QUESTION

EXPLAIN your answers using complete sentences. Use graphs, tables, and/or formulas in your explana-
tions, if possible. If you use a graph in your answer, it must be drawn neatly and carefully, and labelled
properly.

12. This question has parts (a), (b), and (c), on two pages.

Farmer Fiona wants to hire workers to pick 900 bushels of apples. Each worker can pick 5 bushels per
hour and is paid $2.00 per bushel. Fiona must also pay a supervisor $20.00 per hour while the picking is
in progress, and she also has overhead costs of $16.00 per worker hired.

(a) (2 points) If Fiona hires w workers, how many hours will it take them to pick all 900 bushels of apples?
No explanation necessary, but show all your work.

(b) (5 points) Find a formula for Fiona's total costs C as a function of the number of workers w she hires.
No explanation necessary, but show all your work.
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(c) (8 points) How many workers should Fiona hire in order to minimize her total costs?

Make sure that you EXPLAIN in complete sentences how you know that the number of workers in
your �nal answer minimizes Fiona's costs.
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